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Literary J^et&)s and Criticism
The Enchantments of Digging in
the Soil of Antiquity.
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novelist. The fact Is traceable in pert Which hag very likely already been said,
to th* character of his life work and In and is certain to be said again, is that
Evidently he they might as well be called "Studies in
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Is a born wanderer, and. Into the bar- Husbands."
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Of his Cretan pages are those in which glimpses the limits which children imthe decadent children pose upon the "rights of the individual,"
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cf a once supreme civilization. Mr. Ho- and in this her fiction is a wholesome
garth's curiously searching sympathy reaction. She is. however, a realist, who
for humankind, aided by his scientific has no moral to teach, merely tendencies
knowledge, gives peculiar authority to of life to pMnt out.
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casual fashion, but they do a good deal question whether our latest conquest
to heighten the general interest of his will add a new, a truly original, realm
book. He tells us also something about to romance still in the future. The moTurkish life, and in his Lycian chapter tor car has proved a disappointment in
paints a touching picture of the little this respect, and so has the motor boat,
\u25a0village of Dembr*. once known as Myra. both of these means of speedy locomoOn a day that harmless little place got tion having: suggested to our novelists
itself "measured." by order of the Porte. nothing beyond a highwayman In an
That meant that a commission of three automobile instead of on a horse, a pirate
officials set about measuring the village, with a dynamo instead of squared yards,
•with a view to r«vidjusting Its contribu- and a new variety of travel fiction. Even
tion to the Imperial Exchequer, and. un- wireless has failed thus far to Inspire
til their report was accepted and the final romanticism worthily: the first great
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no buildings or lands could be touched. life. Itmay well be that the aeroplane,
Two years passed and nothing was done. now that it is a reality, will prove no
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Poetry and
MB of
Chicago. Fifty-four *»ays covering a
O
wide rsiiety of subjects and treatments,
Sm Dip into this book anywhere and you will
M tod Itinteresting and cheering. A Rood
:.'.\u25a0\u25a0.
H coapanloa-book for any occasion.
I clcth.Bo2piges. fl.SS.net: post-paid,
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$1.00

The Good of Life * i Dominion and Power
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or the Science olLife and Living H
By Charles Brodie Tatterson, author of Hi
"The Will to He Well," etc Anewedl- 1H
tlon (7th) of a popular book. Completely fig
rerised and sir new chapters on Mental gH
and PhTflcal Health. Psychic I>«T*lop- ,\u25a0
ment, Right Use o? Breath, Self-Control, Eg
etc. added. OcUto, 237 pages. $1.30, set; OH

post-paid, 51..

AT ALLBOOKSTORES, or.THE PUBLISHERS
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Funk &Wagnalls Company, 44-60 E. 23d St, New York

"A LIFE FOR A LIFE"

Certain to be one of the strongest and most talked of books
for the year. By the author of "The Common Lot,^
"Together," etc.

YOU WILL CERTAINLY FIND SUCH A BOOK BOX
A***
DELIGHT TO YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS.-•
-*'.
Each, cloth, $1. 50.
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Sold by all booksellers.
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